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Abstract

With the rapid growth of social media in the
past decade, the news are no longer controlled
by just a few mainstream sources. Users themselves create large numbers of potentially fictitious rumours, necessitating automated veracity classification systems. Here we present a
novel approach towards automatically classifying rumours circulating on Twitter with respect to their veracity. We use a model built
on Variational Autoencoder which disentangles the informational content of a tweet from
the manner in which the information is written. This is achieved by obtaining latent topic
vectors in an adversarial learning setting using
the auxiliary task of stance classification. The
latent vectors learnt in this way are used to predict rumour veracity, obtaining state-of-the-art
accuracy scores on the PHEME dataset.1

1

Introduction

Anyone can publish rumours online with the potential to influence and pose as news. Since it is
impossible to manually check the vast volume of
circulating tweets, there is increasing need for machine learning algorithms to assist with rumour
veracity assessment.
Given a rumour of unknown veracity introduced
by a tweet in a conversation thread and the responses to it, our goal is to automatically determine the veracity of the rumour by assigning it
one of the classes true, false, or unverified. Prior
approaches to rumour veracity classification have
primarily relied on careful feature engineering. For
example, Li et al. (2019a) used meta-features such
as user credibility together with more traditional
features to top the leaderboard in SemEval 2019
Task 7 (Gorrell et al., 2019). This task encouraged teams to use the stances of responses to the
1
The code is available at: https://github.com/
JohnNLP/SAVED

rumour to assist in veracity classification, which
has previously been shown to be predictive of rumour veracity (Dungs et al., 2018). A number of
approaches (Kochkina et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019b)
also showed benefits of using stance classification
as an auxiliary task in a multitask learning setup.
Some recent approaches exploit the structure of the
conversation discussing a rumour. Kochkina et al.
(2018) used LSTM to model linear branches extracted from the conversation tree, while Ma et al.
(2018) and Bian et al. (2020) modelled a tree structure to capture information from responses.
Zeng et al. (2019) presented an unsupervised
approach built on Variational Autoencoder (VAE)
to jointly model topic content and discourse behaviour in microblog conversations. We propose a
novel architecture which incorporates a VAE with
adversarial learning to disentangle topics which
are informative for stance classification from those
which are not. We then derive tweet representations based on the word representations learned in
the latent stance-dependent topic space. Our results show that using such tweet representations
for rumour veracity classification achieves superior
performance on the PHEME dataset. In summary,
we have made the following contributions:
• We have proposed a disentanglement based
approach to rumour veracity classification
which achieves state-of-the-art performance
for classifying rumours from previously unseen events, as they would emerge in real life.
• We have demonstrated that there remains significant overlap between separate rumourous
events with distinct vocabularies, facilitating
transfer learning between such events.

Figure 1: Model Architecture. Note the separate Topic Learning and Veracity Classification modules, and that the
context-enriched message often uses a fixed size window of messages rather than the full conversation.
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Proposed Model

Our proposed Stance-Augmented VAE Disentanglement framework (SAVED) is shown in Figure 1.
It consists of two main modules, the Topic Learning module and the Veracity Classification module.
The idea is to separate the factual content of
twitter rumours from their mannerisms2 , using the
latter to predict rumour veracity. This technique
is well-suited to rumour veracity prediction for
emergent real-life events as it overcomes their factual distinctness - we hypothesise that mannerisms
transfer better between different rumourous events.
The PHEME dataset is designed for this purpose,
with rumours grouped together according to their
originating event. In our experiments we use both
the source tweet originating the rumour and its conversation thread together since both are useful for
veracity prediction.
2.1

Topic Learning

In microblog conversations, a source tweet could
have multiple responses, forming a conversation
tree. Here we flatten the tree into a chronologically ordered sequence of tweets, defined as d =
{x1 , x2 , ..., xN }, where N denotes the total number of posts in the conversation. For each message
xn ∈ d, we construct its context-enriched message
by taking a window of M messages before and
M messages after the target message, denoted as
cn = {xn−M , · · · xn−1 , xn , xn+1 , · · · , xn+M }.
Assuming a post x3 is associated with a stance
2
3

For an example of this, see Figure 5 in (Zeng et al., 2019).
We drop the subscript n for clarity here.

label y and each post can be generated from a
stance-dependent latent topic zs (determined by
the context-enriched message c) and a stanceindependent latent topic zi , we aim to learn a
model which maximises the joint data and label
log-likelihood, log p(x, y):
Z Z
log p(x, y) = log
p(x, y, zs , zi )dzs dzi
zs

zi

≥ Eqφ (zs |c,y),qψ (zi |x) [log pθ (x|zs , zi )]
+ Eqφ (zs |c,y),qψ (zi |x) [log pθ (y|zs )]
− KL(qφ (zs |c, y)||p(z)) − KL(qψ (zi |x)||p(zi ))
Following the idea of Zeng et al. (2019), we
can compute a variational approximation to an intractable posterior using MLPs. We aim to minimise the reconstruction loss for each contextenriched message c and for each message x (see
Figure 1), with a Monte Carlo approximation using
L independent samples:

Lc ≈

L
N
1 XX
log p(cn |zs(l) ) − KL(qφ (zs |c, y)||p(zs ))
L
n=1
l=1

(1)
Lx ≈

1
L

L X
N
X

(l)

log p(xn |zs(l) , zi ) − KL(qψ (zi |x)||p(zi ))

l=1 n=1

(2)

We assume that the latent stance-independent topics, zi , are independent of stance classes, and
hence, when feeding into a stance classifier, should
generate a uniform stance class distribution (similar to adversarial learning). On the contrary, the

latent stance-dependent, zs , should bear essential
information to discriminate between stance classes.
Therefore, we can define the following two crossentropy losses for stance classification:
Ladv

S
X
1
= −Eqφ (zi )
log p(ŷs |zi )
S

Lstance = −Eqψ (zs )

s=1
S
X

ys log p(ŷs |zs )

(3)

(4)

s=1

where S is the total number of stance classes, S1
represents the uniform stance class distribution.
To disentangle the latent stance-independent topics, zi , and and latent stance-dependent topics, zs ,
we minimise the mutual information between them:
LM I

p(zi , zs )
= Eqφ (zi )qψ (zs ) log
p(zi )p(zs )

(5)

Our final objective function is:
L = Lc + Lx + αLadv + βLstance + γLM I (6)
where α, β and γ control the relative contribution
of various loss functions.
We exclude the source tweet from this input
since it is worded differently from the other tweets
and is hence detrimental to overall performance.
2.2

Veracity Module

Once the Topic Learning Module is trained, we
use the decoder weights, i.e., weights linking between the stance-dependent latent vector zs and the
bag-of-words representation of the reconstructed
message (see the shaded pink blocks in Figure 1)
to generate the input to the Veracity Module by
deriving a vector for each tweet in the conversation
tree - the mean average of the tweet’s constituent
words. This two-module approach is advantageous
since it allows tweets to be weighted based on their
position in the (unflattened) conversation tree, and
forgoes use of the window of size M employed by
the Topic Module. Vectorised tweets are grouped
into 3 different importance tiers based on their positions in the conversation tree: the source tweet,
direct responses, and all other responses. The rationale for this is in the observation that the later
responses in long conversations tend to be less
relevant to the verification of the rumour (Zubiaga et al., 2016). The Veracity Module itself consists of an attention layer followed by two dense
hidden layers with leaky ReLU activation (Maas

et al., 2013). The attention layer learns weights
for each of the tweet tiers. The conversation representation is then obtained as a weighted average:
(w1 v1 + w2 v2 + w3 v3 )/n, where wt denotes the
learnable weight for tier t, vt denotes the sum of
the vectors of tweets in t and n denotes the number
of tweets in the entire tree. In our experiments the
presence of these weights increases model performance. We found that the model tends to give the
highest weight to the source tweet, followed by direct responses and finally the rest. To mitigate the
class imbalance, the loss attributed to instances of
each class is weighted inversely to their frequency
in the training data.
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Experimental Setup

Dataset We use the PHEME-5 dataset (Kochkina et al., 2018), which consists of Twitter rumours
around 5 high profile real-world events. Statistics
regarding the dataset can be found in the Appendix.
The PHEME dataset was chosen as it is a particularly challenging dataset due to class imbalance
and a leave-one-event out cross validation setting,
reflecting a real-world evaluation scenario.
Baseline Models We perform comparison of the
proposed model SAVED with existing state-of-theart models (Kochkina et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019b;
Cheng et al., 2020) and several strong baselines,
described in this section.
BERT We use the pretrained BERTBASE (Devlin
et al., 2019), uncased, which consists of 12 selfattention layers, and returns a 768-dimension vector representation of a sentence. We generate BERT
representations for each tweet in the conversation
before feeding them into the Veracity Module.
VAED is a version of SAVED, where the Topic
Learning Module is reduced to only its VAE component, without the stance classifiers from Section
2.1. The loss is Lc + Lx + γLM I .
VAED Without Disentanglement (VAE) is a simplified version of VAED, where the Topic Learning Module is reduced to only using loss from the
context-enriched latent factor without the target
message (disentanglement). The loss is Lc .
VAED With Veracity (VAED+V) is an end-to-end
classifier based on the Topic Learning Module, in
which the context-enriched segment of the VAED
zs is connected to the veracity classifier. This
model does not include a stance classifier, nor the
adversarial component. The loss is Lc + Lx +
βLveracity + γLM I .

Model

False

True

Unverified

Accuracy

MacroF1

Kochkina et al. (2018)
Cheng et al. (2020)
Li et al. (2019b)
BERT Baseline
VAE
VAED
VAED+V
SAVED

0.212
0.504
0.113
0.201
0.206
0.273
0.164

0.647
0.480
0.592
0.413
0.474
0.418
0.642

0.330
0.465
0.326
0.407
0.388
0.420
0.531

0.492
0.521
0.483
0.405
0.395
0.380
0.389
0.528

0.396
0.484
0.418
0.345
0.339
0.362
0.376
0.434

Table 1: Comparison with baselines and previous results. For comparability, we pool together the results of all five
events before calculating any F1 scores - the same approach used by the prior work in this table.

Parameter Settings The dimensionality of each
latent factor was tuned via grid search, with peak
performance found at 10 dimensions for the latent
stance-dependent vector, zs , and 6 dimensions for
the latent stance-independent vector, zi . See Appendix for further details.
Evaluation Metrics For comparability with
prior work, F1 scores are calculated after combining the results of each fold.
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Experimental Results

Overall Results The results of our experiments
are shown in Table 1. All of the models outperformed the VAE baseline. The VAED model alone
(with disentanglement, without any other modifications or stance/veracity classifiers) scores 0.363,
showcasing the efficacy of disentanglement per se.
The BERT-based model only outperformed VAE.
The proposed SAVED model outperforms those
of prior work on overall accuracy and the True
and Unverified classes. However, results for the
False class are rather low - which is in fact the
case for most of the models in Table 1, with
only Cheng et al. (2020) being an exception. Results of VAED+V are lower than that of SAVED,
in line with the knowledge that stance is related to
veracity (Dungs et al., 2018). This suggests that
stance is also a worthwhile intermediate classification target.

Event

False

True

Unverified

MacroF1

Charlie Hebdo
Ferguson
Germanwings Crash
Ottawa Shooting
Sydney Siege

0.223
0.129
0.033
0.058
0.157

0.505
0.080
0.520
0.735
0.700

0.324
0.906
0.289
0.119
0.140

0.351
0.372
0.281
0.304
0.332

Overall

0.164

0.642

0.531

0.434

Table 2: Per-fold evaluation results of SAVED.

Per-fold Results Table 2 shows the per-fold results in our leave-one-event-out setting. Interestingly, the model tends to perform best on rumors of
True veracity and worst on those which are False.
Performance on the Unverified class is adequate,
except for the ‘Ferguson’ event in which the model
F1 score is 0.906. Overall, the F1 scores of True
and Unverified classes are rather high (0.642 and
0.531 respectively) compared with that of the False
class (0.164).
Ablation studies The results of ablation studies
are shown in Table 3, which were obtained by varying which latent factor of the Topic Learning Module were fed to the Veracity Module. We found that
stance-dependent latent vectors performed better
than stance-independent ones for rumour veracity
classification, although each performed adequately.
Creating an ensemble of both latent vectors was
not helpful since the respective models had similar
strengths and weaknesses.
Components Used

MacroF1

Stance-dependent
Stance-independent
Both together

0.434
0.375
0.395

Table 3: Varying the latent factor used by the Veracity
Classification Module of SAVED.

Visualisation To examine the effectiveness of
our conversation tree representations derived from
the Topic Learning Module, we visualised the
representative vector for each tree using t-SNE
(van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008). This was done
in the context of the model SAVED (See Sec. 2).
Since learned tree-position weights wt are an important part of generating the representation of the
conversation but are not part of the Topic Learning
Module, we obtained them from the attention component of the veracity module. Figure 2 depicts

the resulting clusters of points, with each cluster
roughly corresponding to a class. The “Unverified” cluster is particularly distinct. This cluster
is largely comprised of tweets from the ‘Ferguson’
event, which contains most of the unverified rumours in the dataset. This further demonstrates
that our Stance-Augmented VAE Model generates
representations which are useful for veracity prediction.

Figure 2: Visualisation of the stance-dependent latent
factor for the ‘Charlie Hebdo’-excluded fold.

Number of Responses and Performance We
investigated how the number of responses to a rumour affect the model’s accuracy. Whilst rumours
with more responses provide more context for the
model, responses too far down the response-tree
have been noted to lose some of their relevance to
the source rumour. We found the average number
of responses for correctly classified rumours from
the ‘Charlie’ fold, where ‘Charlie Hebdo’ is used
as a testing set, to be 14.8 tweets, whilst incorrectly
classified ones had an average length 12.2. This
seemed stronger for the ‘Ferguson’ fold with averages of 22.2 and 14.7 respectively (note that the
model only observes up to 20 responses per thread).
Using the 2-tailed Mann-Whitney test, these results approach statistical significance (p=0.08 for
each fold). If there is an effect here, it can partially
be explained by rumours with 3 or fewer responses,
since when these were excluded the averages became 17.1 vs 15.4 for ‘Charlie’ and 25.2 vs 20.2
for ‘Ferguson’.
Error Analysis Our model, similar to those of
Kochkina et al. (2018) and others but not Cheng
et al. (2020), fails to perform well for the False
class. To our knowledge, this under-performance
has not been previously investigated.
The PHEME dataset is imbalanced, containing

1,012 True, 393 False and 571 Unverified rumours.
Although we attempted to account for this imbalance by weighting the model’s loss inversely to
class frequency, it is possible that the imbalance
contributed to the poor performance on False. Interestingly more rumours were classified as Unverified
than as False, although there was no clear pattern
of misclassification.
The numbers of responses are largely unchanged
when restricted to the False class alone, with 13.0
(correct) and 10.7 (incorrect) for the ‘Charlie’ fold,
so this does not explain the performance deficit.
Manual investigation of the rumours themselves
led to the observation that correctly classified False
rumours tended to be more straightforward than
those which were incorrectly classified. The latter
seemed more likely to be vague or contain multiple parts, examples of which can be found in the
Appendix. Thus a False rumour may contain both
false and true statements, potentially lowering the
utility of user responses for classification. Accordingly, the model by Cheng et al. (2020) appears to
rely less on responses than ours and that of Kochkina et al. (2018).
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Conclusion

We present a novel disentanglement-based approach to rumour veracity classification, achieving state-of-the-art results for accuracy, towards
classification on previously unseen events from the
PHEME dataset. Our results suggest that although
unique events each have their own vocabulary, there
is still sufficient common ground between them for
stance-dependent driven rumour veracity classification to be effective.
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A

Dataset

Table A1 shows the overall statistics of the PHEME
dataset. It can be observed that the dataset is highly
imbalanced with nearly 50% ‘True’ instances and
relatively few ‘False’ instances.
Event
Charlie Hebdo
Ferguson
Germanwings Crash
Ottawa Shooting
Sydney Siege
Total

#Rumours
458
284
238
470
522
1972

#True
193
10
94
329
382
1012

#False
116
8
111
72
86
393

#Unverified
149
266
33
69
54
571

Table A1: Dataset (PHEME-5) overview.

B

Data Preprocessing

We perform pre-processing on the PHEME data by
using special tokens for URLs, username, hashtags,
and numbers. We also lowercase text and expand
words with apostrophes (e.g., ‘we’re’ becomes ‘we
are’). The Topic-Learning module also excludes
words which occur fewer than 20 times throughout
the training corpus.

C

Model Details

Figure A1: Grid search of the dimensions of the latent
stance-dependent and stance-independent vectors.

The Topic-Learning Model has 15M parameters and takes around 6 hours to train on a computer with RTX 1080 Ti. The Veracity Model takes
around 15 minutes to train on the same machine.
We perform grid search on the dataset to identify the optimal setting of the dimensions of latent
stance-dependent and stance-independent vectors,
with the dimension of the former varying between 4
and 20, while the dimension of the latter varying between 4 and 10. The results are shown in Figure A1.
The veracity classification results are obtained by
evaluating on the validation set. It can be observed

that the model achieves the best result when the
dimension of the latent stance-dependent vector is
set to 10 while that of the latent stance-independent
vector is set to 6. For further model details, such as
layer sizes and activations, the reader is advised to
look at the linked source code.

D

False Rumour Examples

Note that a rumour being of a certain type (as below) does not guarantee its predicted class or the
correctness of its classification.
D.1

Basic (classified correctly)

breaking three gunmen involved in attack on charlie
hebdo magazine , french interior minister bernard
cazeneuve says . URL
D.2

Vague (classified incorrectly)

HASHTAG banksy’s response to today’s incident
in paris via his official HASHTAG instagram acct
URL HASHTAG charliehebdo URL
D.3

Multi (classified incorrectly)

two police officers have been injured in a shooting
in HASHTAG montrouge in southern HASHTAG
paris - there is no direct link with the HASHTAG
charliehebdo attack

